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Treehouses speak to the little kid in each of us. Who doesn&#39;t love the idea of a fantasy house

in the treetops? But building a treehouse the right way takes a lot of thought, planning and hard

work. This book is here to help you dream big yet approach your treehouse build in an achievable

way. You&#39;ll learn:Everything you need to know in order to choose a suitable location and the

right materials for your buildHow to choose the right treeWhich tools you need and how to use

themHow to build with the health of the tree in mind - which is important for treehouse safety as well

as the environmentIn addition to plenty of inspiration for making a home in the canopy, you&#39;ll

find professional advice on materials, best practices and tree selection. More than just an

aspirational book, "The Perfect Treehouse" is your guide to making your dream treehouse a reality.
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Django Kroner is the mastermind behind The Canopy Crew, a custom tree house building and tree

care company based in Cincinnati, OH. Django enjoys life in the canopy. With a background in rock

climbing, rigging, and construction, the dream of living in a tree house became reality in the Red

River Gorge. Tree climbing became his ultimate urban career, and with a passion for building, The

Canopy Crew was born.

Being a 71 year old woman, I will not be doing the building. But I did want a "nuts and bolts" look at



what actually goes into as I have my structure built by a professional. I enjoyed it very much.

This book was given as a gift and the recipient seems to enjoy the detailed information. It is very

thorough, from selecting the right location and tree to the finished treehouse, suitable for habitation.

Several styles and examples for construction are given. I flipped through and the pictures are

AMAZING!

This is an excellent book on tree house building. Covers all the things you need to know BEFORE

beginning a project. Especially useful are the sections discussing trees, tools and sources for

materials. This is the best book on tree house building I have read.

Great beginning for understanding tree work and tree house building. Well written and informative.

Exactly as advertised..."the book I (author) wished existed when I (author) started building."

Excellent advice, the kind you'd offer yourself on your second, or third, build.

Very good practical adviseThe best guide

Really enjoying this book. Exactly what I wanted
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